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The capitalization in the title is not appropriate. Since “The Rare Disease and Orphan Drug Act” is the name of the Act, we would like the title of our manuscript to be capitalized as follows: “The impact of The Rare Disease and Orphan Drug Act in Taiwan”. This change would also influence the style of title in the section “Recommended Citation”. Similarly, the capitalization issue also prevails in the reference list stated as follows: Reference 4: The title of the journal article should be “The Orphan Drug Act revisited”; Reference 7: The reference should start with “The Rare Disease and Orphan Drug Act (Taiwan) announced in 2000, last amended in 2015 [Internet].” Reference 20: The reference should start with “Annual reports for drugs to which The Rare Disease and Orphan Drug Act is applicable [Internet].” Reference 23: The reference should start with “Items to which The Rare Disease and Orphan Drug Act is applicable, special drugs, and relevant regulations for rare diseases [Internet].” Reference 37: The reference should start with “Regulations for National Health Insurance Pharmaceutical Benefits and Reimbursement Scheme announced in 1999, last amended in 2020 (Chinese) [Internet].” Besides, for the Reference 11, there is an additional punctuation within the name of the Act. For Reference 11, the reference should start with “National Health Insurance Act (Taiwan) announced in 1994, last amended in 2020 [Internet].”
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